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Abstract—Maintaining real-time communication quality in
metaverse has always been a challenge, especially when the num-
ber of participants increase. We introduce a proprietary WebRTC
SFU service to an open-source web-based VR platform, to realize
a more stable and reliable platform suitable for educational
communication of audio, video, and avatar transform. We devel-
oped the web-based VR platform and conducted a preliminary
validation on the implementation for proof of concept, and high
performance in both server and client sides are confirmed, which
may indicates better user experience in communication and imply
a solution to realize educational metaverse.

Index Terms—Metaverse, Real-time Communication, Web
User Interface

I. INTRODUCTION

As the rising use of metaverse, usually referred to 3D
virtual space accessible from electronic devices including
computers or VR devices, in various situations, its application
in education has also been conducted and discussed [1] [2].
Similar to how Moodle1 serves as an representative Learning
Management System (LMS), we consider it essential to build
an inclusive platform in metaverse for education. We chose
Mozilla Hubs2 as the base for such platform due to its
open-source-driven, highly accessible browser-based nature,
complete architecture and well-proven track record.

Mozilla Hubs currently has a limit of 24 participants per
room3, and raising the limit decreases the communication
quality, since real-time communication within 3D virtual
spaces includes not only media (audio and video) but also
spatial data such as avatar transform, which results in much
heavier data transmission especially with high number of par-
ticipants. Creating multiple rooms and redirecting participants
is an alternative to accommodate more participants, however,
this approach may not be suitable for an inclusive online
classroom where all participants may attend in the same room.

The goal of this study includes achieving comparable or
higher communication quality through audio, video, and spa-
tial data in the same room without being impacted by the
number of clients per room, for the purpose of developing an
inclusive educational metaverse.

1https://moodle.org/
2https://hubs.mozilla.com/
3https://support.mozilla.org/en-US/kb/room-capacity-hubs

II. DEVELOPMENT OF INCLUSIVE EDUCATIONAL
METAVERSE PLATFORM

A. Requirements

We considered that the basis being open-source, browser-
based, and capable of maintaining communication quality are
required for an education platform to be sustainable and inclu-
sive. An open-source software, depending little on proprietary
ones, are more flexible to customize and robust against discon-
tinuation of proprietary software, while proprietary software
could still be utilized as tools with benefits to reduce the cost
of operation and maintenance, such as Google Workspace or
Microsoft 365. A browser-based service, available for various
devices with browsers installed, enhances the accessibility for
users within diverse situations. In contrast, services being not
browser-based and depending on any specific operating system
require concurrent maintenance to comply with the OS update
life cycle, which many applications failed to keep up with.

Stable and reliable communication is indispensable for ed-
ucation, and low communication quality owing to the number
of students is undesirable. Current number of students per
classroom in Japan is up to around 35 or 40, and we expect an
online classroom to support at least the same capacity while
keeping its communication quality. Therefore, educational
metaverse should not merely be open-source and browser-
based, which are part of the reasons we adopt Mozilla Hubs,
but also maintain communication quality with little impact
from the number of participants, which is what we attempts
to improve by utilizing proprietary software as an alternative.

B. Method

Mozilla Hubs’ original architecture4 transmit spatial data
through WebSocket on a mesh network, and transmit media
using their own WebRTC Selective Forwarding Unit (SFU)
named Dialog, which was formerly based on Janus5 and cur-
rently Mediasoup6, both open-source WebRTC SFU libraries.

We propose introducing an alternative WebRTC SFU solu-
tion besides Mediasoup for media transmission, and delegate
the transmission of avatar transform to the alternative.

4https://hubs.mozilla.com/docs/system-overview.html
5https://janus.conf.meetecho.com/
6https://mediasoup.org/
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Fig. 1: Mozilla Hubs architecture with WebRTC SFU

Fig. 2: Proposed architecture with proprietary WebRTC SFU

C. Implementing WebRTC SFU Alternative

Sora, a WebRTC SFU provided by Shiguredou Inc. in
Japan7 was chosen for implementation due to its featured
higher client capacity (1:1000 broadcasting per room), con-
ciser implementation, swift response to new browser updates,
and more stable signaling through a hybrid of WebSocket and
DataChannel.

In current architecture of Mozilla Hubs, a client joining a
room uses data retrieved from Reticulum, the web server of
Mozilla Hubs, to conduct signaling through Protoo8 to create
WebRTC connections with other clients, and media starts
being transmitted through Mediasoup, as shown in Fig. 1.

Our implementation is shown in Fig. 2. Components in red
are the differences from the default Mozilla Hubs architecture.
Sora is capable of handling signaling, which Mediasoup is
not9, therefore, Sora handles both signaling and data transmis-
sion for the proposed implementation. In our implementation,
we host Reticulum, Dialog and Hubs frontend on the same
server, and when a room manager chooses to use Sora,
Dialog is paused and Sora’s cloud service starts serve as
the WebRTC SFU. Hence, the implementation provides a
proprietary software solution to easily solve existing problem
when needed, but also avoids the software to have dependency
on it.

D. Delegate Avatar Transform Transmission to WebRTC SFU

Current architecture of Mozilla Hubs synchronizes avatar
transform through Reticulum, the web server, using the reliable
WebSocket protocol. However, real-time synchronization be-
tween voice and avatar poses may be regarded more important
for communication than simply prioritizing reliability.

WebRTC Datachannel was implemented on top of UDP
while remaining reliable as TCP, suitable for the real-time
transmission of avatar transform data. The transmission of
avatar transform was delegated to Sora’s Datachannel, includ-
ing position and rotation of body, head, and hands.

7https://sora.shiguredo.jp/
8https://protoo.versatica.com/
9https://mediasoup.org/documentation/v3/communication-between-client-

and-server/

III. PRELIMINARY VALIDATION: PROOF OF CONCEPT

A preliminary validation was conducted on implementation
with Sora, compared with the original Dialog implementation.
For each condition, 12 devices typically used at educational
scenery was connected: 1 Apple Mac, 1 Laptop Windows 10, 2
iPad, 1 Chromebook, 1 Microsoft Surface, 3 iPhone, 1 Android
smartphone, 1 Meta Quest 2, and 1 Pico 4. Server data and
client data was obtained for 5 minutes, no severe delay in
media and avatar transform was observed for both conditions.

Server’s average load was collected every minute (Table I).
The results indicate that the proposed implementation using
Sora relieves server load than the original implementation.
Client data of transmitted bytes between clients with WebRTC
getStats API was collected on the Apple Mac device. Bitrates
were calculated and plotted in Fig. 3, with the average listed in
Table II. The results indicate higher sent/received and stabler
sent bitrates for implementation with Sora.

TABLE I: Server average load (number of processes waiting
for CPU time)

Sora Dialog
Average load over 1st minute 0.17 0.15
Average load over 2nd minute 0.06 0.13
Average load over 3rd minute 0.02 0.09
Average load over 4th minute 0.01 0.09
Average load over 5th minute 0.03 0.08
Average load over 5 minutes 0.058 0.108

SD of average load over each minute 0.0584 0.0271

TABLE II: Average WebRTC bitrates in 5 minutes
Received (bit/sec) Sent (bit/sec)
Sora Dialog Sora Dialog

Average 54204.932 12234.112 64399.084 28333.127
SD 3970.0196 3262.1003 225.6512 3115.1473

Fig. 3: WebRTC bitrates recorded every 3 seconds

IV. CONCLUSION

We introduced a proprietary WebRTC SFU service to
Mozilla Hubs to improve media and avatar transform trans-
mission. Preliminary validation results showed less server load
and higher bitrates, which implies better user experience in
communication and feasibility of a metaverse for education.
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